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1. Introduction

In the recent years, automotive industry is in a constant need of the systems that in-

crease driving safety, both for the driver as well as for the other traffic participants.

Unfortunately, tragedies caused by car crashes are regular. That is the reason why al-

most every carmaker company includes safety increasing systems as vehicle’s standard

equipment. Some of them are:

• Traction control system(TCS) ± prevents slippage of the wheels when the torque

input is too large or the driving surface is slippery. Such a scenario occurs in

case of a sudden start or if the vehicle is driving on a icy, snowy or wet surface.

• Electronic stability control (ESC) ± prevents vehicle’s overturning and im-

proves its stability by braking a certain wheel in order to keep the vehicle away

from undesired rotation

• Anti-lock brake system (ABS) - prevents the wheels from locking up during

braking and therefore reduce the braking efficiency, extend the stopping dis-

tance and disable normal turning during sudden braking.

• Cruise Control (CC) ± enables the constant speed drive by modifying the throt-

tle and keeping the safety distance between the vehicles

• Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) ± in case of an emergency increases the braking

pressure. It is only activated if the driver did not start braking and the distance

between the vehicle and the object is decreasing in a way that the only thing

that can help prevent the collision is the immediate braking.

In addition to the systems mentioned above, one of the safety collision avoidance sys-

tems is turning instead of braking, which will be investigated in this thesis. Drift driver

assistance system will be developed and analyzed. It should be able to use the posi-

tive side of drifting which enables smaller cornering radius and therefore faster object

avoidance. Furthermore, the proposed assistance system can help drivers to learn how

to drift and avoid collisions on their own. Such system can be used in a vehicle with all

wheel drive (AWD) that can be controlled separately or in the vehicle with two electric
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motors on the front wheels and one for the rear two who wheels.

After the introduction, in the second chapter physical system model, which explains

vehicle dynamics is defined. Tire model is investigated in order to understand how the

friction forces are generated between the vehicle and the road, how they are affecting

the vehicle’s behavior and what is supposed to be done in order to get desired behav-

ior. Model will be used both in simulations and in the Model predictive control (MPC)

algorithm. Third chapter is dedicated to drift assistance system. Equilibrium points

of the non-linear vehicle model are determined for both the normal cornering and the

drift. After that, in the fourth chapter, both linear and non-linear Model predictive

controls are introduced. In this thesis, a non-linear MPC formulation is used. Further-

more, three different methods of transforming MPC to a non-linear program (NLP) are

discussed. In the fifth chapter simulation results for normal cornering and drifting are

given and compared. Finally, the conclusion is given.
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2. Modelling of vehicle dynamics

The base for every model-based control algorithm is a mathematical model of the sys-

tem. The purpose of a model is to capture the majority of system dynamics and to be

able to describe the further behaviour over time. Physical system is usually modelled in

shape of ordinary differential equations (ODE) or difference equations for continuous

system and discrete system, respectively. The variables of interest which are described

using ODE’s are called state variables. Knowing the model’s initial states and inputs

allows further predictions to be easily obtained.

In this work, mathematical model of a vehicle physical system is separated into two

segments. Firstly, acting tyre-road forces are generated between tire contact patches

and road surface which is modelled using the Pacejka tire model [14]. They highly dic-

tate the handling properties of a vehicle and therefore are analysed in details. Secondly,

vehicle is considered as a rigid body on which generated tire forces act and define its

motion.

2.1. Tire-road interaction

Tires in the vehicle dynamics are one of the most important elements that define the

vehicle behaviour. They have multiple roles like transferring lateral and longitudinal

force to the vehicle body, vertical force handling, reduction of vertical disturbances due

to rough road, improving comfort and similar. The nature of tire is highly non-linear

and varies with large amount of parameters which make the synthesis of the control

system hard and challenging. With this in mind, an adequate model is required to be

created which can be used for vehicle control.

To analyse tire dynamics a few variables related to the wheel motion are defined.

Tire is described in its own local coordinate system where the origin is placed in the

center of the ith wheel, as can be seen in the Figure 2.1.

When a torque Ti is applied at the ith wheel due to acceleration or braking, the

wheels angular speed ωi will increase or decrease. This behaviour is described with
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Figure 2.1: Tire coordinate system

first order dynamics:

ω̇i =
1

Iw

(
−reFx,i + Ti

)
, (2.1)

where Iw denotes the wheel inertia, Fx,i is friction force developed between tire contact

patch and road surface and re is effective rolling radius of the tire. As a consequence of

tire loading, the rolling velocity ωire differs from the wheel center velocity vx,i, which

results in longitudinal deformation of tire. In addition to that, during vehicle cornering,

tires are loaded sideways which deforms tire in lateral direction. This deformations are

called slip ratio κ and slip angle α, respectively. The slip quantities for each tire are

expressed as [14]:

κi =







ωire−vx,i
|ωire|

while accelerating,
ωire−vx,i

|vx,i|
while braking,

(2.2)

αi = arctan

(

vy,i
vx,i

)

(2.3)

where vx,i and vy,i are velocities of the ith wheel center point.

The κi and αi values indicate the force generated between the tire contact patch

and road surface. As the κi and αi increase the forces Fx,i and Fy,i also increase. This

is valid in conditions where the slip quantities (2.2) - (2.3) obtain small values and

the relation is considered almost linear. This is characteristic in normal cornering with

low lateral and longitudinal accelerations are achieved as shown in the Figure 2.2a.

However, resultant force Fnet,i generated by the Fx,i and Fy,i is constrained by the

limit circle having total force limit value equal to µFz,i. It is illustrated in 2.2b and
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explained as follows:

F⃗x,i + F⃗y,i = F⃗net,i

∥
∥
∥F⃗net,i

∥
∥
∥ ≤ µFz,i, (2.4)

where µ denotes the friction factor and Fz,i normal load force, which is acting vertically

on the road surface. That usually happens when high slip quantities are achieved,

either with κi or αi which is characteristic under drifting when the rear tires are highly

saturated and on the limit circle.

(a) Tire forces in normal cornering conditions (b) Tire forces in cornering under saturated tire

conditions

Figure 2.2: Forces affecting ith tire under different cornering conditions

2.2. Pacejka tire model

The Pacejka tire model, sometimes referred to as the "Magic tire model" or "Magic

Formula" is being categorised as a semi-empirical model described with trigonomet-

ric functions. Its parameters are estimated using real data and the model parameters

itself don’t correspond to any of the physical terms. Although the complexity is quite

low, the model has high accuracy and can describe extensive number of different tires.

Therefore it is often used in field of vehicle dynamics for simulation and validation

purposes. Even better results can be achieved with the complete Magic Formula, de-

fined by more than 20 equations and more than 100 parameters. The formula can be

used for computing the lateral force Fy, longitudinal force Fx and self aligning moment

Mz [14].
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The analytical expression of Magic Formula is defined as follows:

y(x) = D sin
(

C arctan
(
Bx− E (Bx− arctanBx)

))

, (2.5)

x = X + SH , (2.6)

Y (X) = y(x) + SV . (2.7)

The X in equation is a input variable (e.g. lateral or longitudinal slip - κ or α) and

Y is an output variable (e.g. forces Fx, Fy or moment Mz). The parameters represent

[7, 14]:

SH = horizontal shift,

SV = vertical shift,

B = stiffness factor,

C = shape factor,

D = force or moment peak value,

E = curvature factor.

A detailed visual explanation of parameters influence to Magic Formula model is pro-

vided in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Curve produced by the Magic Formula (2.5) [14]

The parameters horizontal shift SH and vertical shift SV make the Magic Formula

directionally dependent with respect to its variable. In this work shifts are neglected or

in other words, the isotropic behaviour of the tire is assumed.

The parameters B, C and E have influence on the shape of curve characteristic. In

the following analysis, parameters are varied one by one, while the rest of the parame-

ters are set to unity values. In the Figure 2.4a the stiffness parameter B is varied. With
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higher values of stiffness the force is proportional to the slip angle. That is valid only

in the region where the small slip angles are achieved. Increasing the shape factor C

increases the slope of the curve. At the higher slip angles, the amplitude also increases.

The curvature factor E affects the behaviour of the curve for the higher slip angles. It

gets more stretched for the lower values of E and more S shape curved otherwise [9].

(a) Variation in stiffness factor (b) Variation in shape factor

(c) Variation in curvature factor

Figure 2.4: Influence of varying B, C and E parameters on the Pacejka curve characteristic

In most cases, the curvature factor, horizontal and vertical shifts are dropped from

equation (2.5) giving the simplified model:

Y (X) = D sin
(
C arctan (BX)

)
. (2.8)

2.2.1. Combined slip model

When both slip angle and slip ratio are present, then tire is operating in so-called

combined slip conditions. The lateral and longitudinal forces generated by the tire are
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limited by the friction circle as shown in the Figure 2.2. In combined slip condition,

forces Fx and Fy are dependent on each other. A model which can approximate forces

in this condition is defined. The inputs are practical slip quantities αi, κi and force Fz,i.

The practical slip quantities are reformulated into theoretical slip quantities as follows

[4, 17]:

σx,i = −
κi

1 + κi

σy,i =
tanαi

1 + κi

. (2.9)

It can be noticed that:

σy,i = (1 + σx,i) tanαi. (2.10)

The overall (total) slip is defined by:

σi =
√

σ2
x,i + σ2

y,i. (2.11)

Using the simplified Pacejka model (2.8), total friction can be calculated using the

equation (2.12).

µ (σi) = D sin(C arctan(Bσi)). (2.12)

Assuming linear dependence of the tire friction and tire normal force final expressions

are obtained:

Fx,i = −µ (σi)
σx,i

σi

Fz,i, (2.13)

Fy,i = −µ (σi)
σy,i

σi

Fz,i. (2.14)

However, the model is defined for both accelerating and braking conditions which

means that the expression for κi is changing. In both cases, denominator in the for-

mulation (2.2) is always going to be a maximum of |reωi| and |vx| which is not a

continuous function in its derivative. That can lead to possible difficulties when the

gradient based solver is used for solving the optimal control problem. For this pur-

pose, the soft-max function may be included in equation (2.2), which gives the final

form [5]:

κ̃i =
ωire − vx,i

1
ρ
log (eρωire + eρvx,i)

, (2.15)

where scalar ρ > 1. As ρ → ∞, the deviation from original equation tends to vanish

and κ̃i → κi.

2.2.2. Friction analysis

As the surface varies from dry asphalt to off-road surfaces, the parameters of the Pace-

jka model also change. The respective tire models that have different properties can
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be observed in figures 2.5 and 2.6. These properties can be observed using the friction

ellipse diagram. Only the first quadrant is showed since the isotropic tires are consid-

ered and other quadrants are symmetric. Two tire types are given in the Table 2.1. The

difference between them is that the tire 1 has convex slip properties, while the other is

non-convex. Convex tire properties mean that only one pair of α - κ exists for specific

µx - µy pair. Multiple pairs of α - κ suggest that there are multiple driving modes in

which tire can operate.

Figure 2.5: Friction elipse for tire type 1
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Figure 2.6: Friction elipse for tire type 2

Tire B C D

1 15.289 1 0.6

2 12 1.485 1.245

Table 2.1: Magic Formula parameters for various road conditions
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2.3. Vehicle model

Vehicle as shown in 2.7 is assumed to be a rigid body with the center of gravity (CoG)

placed in the origin of vehicle’s local inertial frame. To have a basic understanding of

the system, a two wheel bicycle model is sufficient. It uses a single "lumped" tire at the

each axle with twice more generated force equal to as if there were two tires per axle.

Later on, a bicycle model will be extended to four wheel model because the intention

at the end is to control all four wheels.

Figure 2.7: Vehicle frame [15]

2.3.1. Bicycle model

A bicycle model presented in Figure 2.8 assumes planar motion of the vehicle and it

does not incorporate rolling and pitching dynamics nor the normal load transfer during

presence of lateral and longitudinal accelerations.

The model states are defined in terms of vehicle absolute speed V at the center of

gravity, side slip angle β, for which absolute vector V is inclined with respect to the

vehicle fixed frame and lastly, yaw rate r, which describes the rotation velocity. All

vehicle states are defined with respect to a body fixed frame. Front wheel is assumed

to be freely rotating Fx,f = 0N, while on the rear wheel a certain amount of torque

could be applied. Model with three states focuses both on lateral dynamics (states β

and r) and longitudinal dynamics (state V ) [1]:
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Figure 2.8: Bicycle model [5]

V̇ =
1

m

[
−Fy,f sin(δ − β) + Fx,r cos β + Fy,r sin β

]
, (2.16)

β̇ =
1

mV

[
Fy,f cos(δ − β)− Fx,r sin β + Fy,r cos β

]
− r, (2.17)

ṙ =
1

Iz

[
lfFy,f cos δ − lrFy,r

]
, (2.18)

where terms in the model are:

m = vehicle’s mass [kg],

Iz = vehicle’s inertial mass around z- axis [kgm/s2],

lf = distance from CoG to front axle [m],

lr = distance from CoG to rear axle [m],

δ = steering input [rad],

Fj,i = force in longitudinal or lateral direction marked as j ∈ {x, y}, at front or rear

wheel i ∈ {f, r}.

The model could also be expressed in terms of CoG’s longitudinal speed vx and

lateral speed vy. Since the model will be used to assist during drifting, the side slip

angle β will have to be controlled and therefore it makes sense to express the dynamics

in terms of this quantity. If needed, vx and vy can easily be calculated:

vx = V cos β vy = V sin β. (2.19)

Forces Fj,i are calculated using simplified Pacejka model (2.8) for which slip quan-

tities for front and rear wheels have to be calculated. First, the lateral and longitudinal

speeds for front and rear wheels in their coordinate systems are obtained:
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vx,f

vy,f



 =




cos δ sin δ

− sin δ cos δ








vx

vy + rlf



 , (2.20)




vx,r

vy,r



 =




vx

vy − rlr



 . (2.21)

Second, the practical slip quantities κf , κr and αf , αr are obtained using relations

(2.2) and (2.3). Required variables are lateral and longitudinal wheel speeds and wheel

angular velocities.

For the Pacejka model, it is also required to calculate front and rear normal load

forces Fz,f and Fz,r using the equations (2.22)-(2.23), where g is a gravitational con-

stant:

Fz,f =
1

2
mg

lr
lr + lf

, (2.22)

Fz,r =
1

2
mg

lf
lr + lf

. (2.23)

The required forces can be calculated:

Fx,f = 2fx(κf , αf , Fz,f , B, C,D) Fx,r = 2fx(κr, αr, Fz,r, B, C,D), (2.24)

Fy,f = 2fy(κf , αf , Fz,f , B, C,D) Fy,r = 2fy(κr, αr, Fz,r, B, C,D), (2.25)

where fx(.) and fx(.) represents Pacejka Magic Formula.

2.3.2. Dual-track model

Unlike the bicycle model, dual-track model assumes that width of the car is not ignored

and that each of the axles has two wheels. The model can be extended as seen in the

Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Four wheel vehicle model

Motion equations for the dual-track model are given as in [20]:

V̇ =
1

m
[(Fx,fl + Fx,fr) cos(δ − β)− (Fy,fl + Fy,fr) sin(δ − β)

+ (Fx,rl + Fx,rr) cos β + (Fy,rl + Fy,rr) sin β], (2.26)

β̇ =
1

mV
[(Fx,fl + Fx,fr) sin(δ − β) + (Fy,fl + Fy,fr) cos(δ − β)

− (Fx,rl + Fx,rr) sin β + (Fy,rl + Fy,rr) cos β]− r, (2.27)

ṙ =
1

Iz

[

lf

[(
Fy,fl + Fy,fr

)
cos δ +

(
Fx,fl + Fx,fr

)
sin δ

]

+ b
(
Fy,fl sin δ − Fx,fl cos δ − Fx,rl

)
(2.28)

+ b
(
Fx,fr cos δ − Fy,fr sin δ + Fx,rr

)
− lr

(
Fy,rl + Fy,rr

) ]

,

ω̇i =
1

Iw

[
−reFx,i + Ti

]
i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr}. (2.29)
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Front wheel speeds expressions are defined as:




vx,fl vx,fr

vy,fl vy,fr



 =




cos δ sin δ

− sin δ cos δ








vx − rb vx + rb

vy + rlf vy + rlf



 , (2.30)

and the rear wheel speeds are:




vx,rl vx,rr

vy,rl vy,rr



 =




vx − rb vx + rb

vy − rlr vy − rlr



 . (2.31)

Equations (2.32)-(2.35) show normal load forces on each wheel [19]. In this model

the influence of longitudinal and lateral accelerations ax and ay of the vehicle is not

considered on the normal load forces:

Fz,fl =
m

2

(

g
lr

lr + lf

)

, (2.32)

Fz,fr =
m

2

(

g
lr

lr + lf

)

, (2.33)

Fz,rl =
m

2

(

g
lf

lr + lf

)

, (2.34)

Fz,rr =
m

2

(

g
lf

lr + lf

)

. (2.35)

The lateral and longitudinal forces Fy,i, Fx,i i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr} on each wheel

are calculated using the Pacejka Magic Formula.
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3. Vehicle drift driver assistance

The focus of this thesis is to present a driver assistance system which is able to oper-

ate in drift equilibrium to achieve minimal radius cornering. Such scenario could be

beneficial when an obstacle suddenly appears in front of the driving vehicle, but the

distance from the vehicle and obstacle is not enough to safely brake. The safe action

would be to steer or drift away to prevent collision [8]. An illustration is given in the

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Using drift as a safe action to prevent collision on icy or snowy surface [8]

Such intervention using drift is possible only in specific conditions on icy, snowy or

off-road surfaces where the tire friction forces get their maximum at the higher values

of α and κ. In other words, the same could be achieved if the tire-road characteristic

is monotonically increasing curve with the respect to slip. To get the maximum lateral

and longitudinal force from tires on these surfaces, they have to operate under saturated

conditions where high slip values are achieved, which is characteristic for drift.

If under the same tire-road conditions one would try to normally steer the vehicle
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and maintain normal cornering with low side slip angle β, generated side slip angles

on tires αi would not be sufficient to provide enough lateral force. As a result, the

cornering radius will be higher compared to the conditions where tires achieve higher

friction forces with the same slip values.

In steady state drifting, lateral forces at the front and the rear are in balance, re-

sulting in rotation of the vehicle with the constant yaw rate while maintaining the high

body slip angle. Unlike in the cornering, the steering input is in the opposited direc-

tion. In order to achieve steady state drifting the following precise timed actions need

to happen:

• Drift initiation - it can happen passively if the vehicle has the tendency to spin

out in cornering which results in excessive increase in yaw rate r inducing side

slip β. In other words, the vehicle has oversteer behaviour. The initiation could

also be done by applying short braking while cornering which will decelerate

the vehicle. Due to the deceleration, normal load force Fz on the front tires

would increase and normal load force on rear tires would decrease. During

braking, the rear wheels can lose grip which allows yaw rate r to increase and

induce side slip β. Then the torque needs to be applied on rear wheels in or-

der to achieve high rotational speed that will keep the tire in saturation on the

friction circle limit.

• Steady state drifting - after the initiation has been done, the driver must counter

steer to stabilize yaw rate and keep the car under high side slip β. Small correc-

tions of the steering input δ and controlling the rear wheel speeds by applying

the required amount of the drive torque are necessary to keep the balance and

maintain vehicle in unstable equilibrium.

• Exiting drift - by desaturating the rear tires their lateral force will increase caus-

ing the decrease of side slip β.

The actions mentioned above are crucial for the drift driver assistance. In case of

the sudden obstacle appearance the driver may either brake or, as the braking might

take too long, steer away. When drastically steering, the driver might lose control of

the vehicle and in that case the driver assistance should either:

• Take the control of the vehicle by drifting with minimum radius possible. The

driver has no longer the control over the steering wheel or the accelerator pedal.

The system should be active until the vehicle surpassed the colliding object and

then safely exit the drift mode and stabilise the car before finally returning the

control to the driver.
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• In case that the driver is highly skilled, allow driver to perform drifting ma-

noeuvre while only dividing the torque requested between the wheels. The sum

of the torques should not change. The system should only assist the drifting if

the driver’s force inputs are sufficient to maintain the vehicle in drift.

In this thesis only the first option is considered and developed. If the car is intended

to be used for drifting, the second option should improve its performance. As drifting

requires high driving skills, the proposed assistance system can help low skilled drivers

to learn how to drift and avoid collisions on their own.

The drift assistance system should activate when:

A) The side slip angle β is higher than some small threshold βlim, which is the

upper limit of the slip angle in normal cornering.

|β| ≥ βlim (3.1)

B) The yaw rate r has opposite sign from the β, which is characteristic for drift

equilibrium.

sgn(β) ̸= sgn(r) (3.2)

Once the drift assist is activated, it tries to reach steady state drifting, which will be

discussed in the next section.

3.1. Equilibrium analysis

To enter and stay in steady state drift manoeuvre, as well as to find the minimal cor-

nering radius, the equilibrium analysis is performed. The non-linear bicycle vehicle

model (2.16)-(2.18) is used. The only difference is that vehicle front longitudinal force

Fx,f = 0N, since the intention is to analyse passive uncontrolled car with rear wheel

drive (RWD). Accordingly, the front longitudinal slip is then set to zero while calcu-

lating front lateral force Fy,f . Equilibrium points determine if the system is in balance.

Mathematically, it can be written that for some constant input ueq and state x
eq the

state derivative is zero, as shown in the equation 3.3,

ẋ
eq = f(xeq,ueq), ẋ

eq = 0 (3.3)

where the inputs ueq = [δeq, ωeq
r ] are steering angle and rear wheel angular speed

and the states are xeq = [V eq, βeq, req]. The bicycle model is represented by the system

of equations with five variables, therefore two of them need to be fixed. The fixed
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variables are V eq and δeq while βeq, req, ωeq
r will be determined by solving the system

of algebraic equations.

Drift equilibrium points are being calculated in the second quadrant for the nega-

tive steering wheel angle δ and in fourth quadrant for the positive steering wheel angle

δ. In the figures 3.2-3.3, phase plots are shown for different steering wheel angle δ and

total velocity V = 10m/s and V = 20m/s. In the Figure 3.2 it can bee seen that each

phase plot has three equilibrium points. In the Figure 3.2a, the equilibrium in the mid-

dle corresponds to the normal cornering, while the other two saddle-like equilibriums

correspond to drifting to the left and right. When applying the greater steering input δ,

the saddle points achieve higher β values but the yaw rate r either remains constant or

slightly decreases. However, the yaw rate r decreases as the vehicle goes faster.

(a) δ = 0
◦ (b) δ = 5

◦

(c) δ = 10
◦ (d) δ = 15

◦

Figure 3.2: Phase plots for different steering angles δ at vehicle speed of V = 10m/s

In figures 3.4-3.6, differences between normal cornering and drifting for speeds
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(a) δ = 0
◦ (b) δ = 5

◦

(c) δ = 10
◦ (d) δ = 15

◦

Figure 3.3: Phase plots for different steering angles δ at vehicle speed of V = 20 m/s

V = {10, 15, 20} m/s are shown. The bicycle model is using the Pacejka2002 non-

linear tire model which is taken from [3] for calculating the equilibrium points. Nor-

mal cornering points are denoted with circles, while drifting points are denoted with

asterisks. In cornering, the yaw rate r increases linearly with the steering input δ and

saturates when the front lateral friction force reaches its peak. It happens due to the

fact that the increase in steering input δ increases the slip angle α, which influences

the lateral friction force (as shown in the Figure 2.3). When that force is saturated, the

vehicle operates in the limit understeer cornering [9]. In addition to that, increasing

the steering input δ decreases the term cos δ in the balance equation:

lfF
eq
y,f cos δ = lrF

eq
y,r ⇒ F eq

y,r =
lf
lr
F eq
y,f cos δ. (3.4)
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Accordingly, the rear lateral force F eq
y,r needs to decrease to maintain the steady

state cornering. As a consequence, total lateral force acting on the vehicle is lower and

the vehicle needs to corner at higher radius R to match the centripetal force:

F =
mV 2

R
. (3.5)

Due to steering input δ, the lateral force Fy,f from the tire coordinate system gets

projected as x and y component of the lateral force in the vehicle coordinate system.

In y direction, projected lateral force is F eq
y,f cos δ, determining the rear lateral force

F eq
y,r. As the speeds get lower, cornering radius get smaller and the steering input δ

is required to increase. In that case, the projected lateral force F eq
y,f cos δ loads the

rear tire less in lateral direction (assuming the lf and lr to be equal, for simplicity),

which allows for the less lateral acceleration on the vehicle. At the higher speeds the

cornering radius is higher and the steering input δ obtains small values giving better

utilization of the friction forces on front and rear tires in lateral direction.

Furthermore, it can be observed that, for the lower speeds V , the yaw rate r

achieves higher values. It can also be seen that β is linearly dependent on δ, while

δ is small. For higher δ values, β goes into saturation due to the fact that lateral friction

forces are also saturated.

Unlike the normal cornering, the drifting utilizes the friction forces better at lower

speeds V than the normal cornering does. On the rear tire, the whole available friction

force µFz,r is used, while on the front tire, the friction force is just below the lateral

friction limit. This is mandatory for the drift equilibrium to exist.

(a) Influence of steering angle δ on yaw rate r (b) Influence of steering angle δ on side slip β

Figure 3.4: Equilibrium points for vehicle speed V = 10m/s in normal cornering and drifting
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(a) Influence of steering angle δ on yaw rate r (b) Influence of steering angle δ on side slip β

Figure 3.5: Equilibrium points for vehicle speed V = 15m/s in normal cornering and drifting

(a) Influence of steering angle δ on yaw rate r (b) Influence of steering angle δ on side slip β

Figure 3.6: Equilibrium points for vehicle speed V = 20m/s in normal cornering and drifting

In the figures 3.7 and 3.8, an equilibrium grid is calculated for both normal corner-

ing and drifting. In Figure 3.7, the yaw rate req and side slip angle βeq are calculated

for normal cornering. It can be seen that with higher steering inputs δ the req increases.

As the speed increases, the yaw rate peak is achieved for the lower δ. For a certain δ,

the side slip angle βeq decreases as the speed V increases. When βeq becomes negative,

oversteering behaviour occurs. For the high speed and low steering angles, βeq values

drastically decrease. In those situations, there are no solution points found, which can

be seen in the figures. In that case, steady state cornering doesn’t exist which means

that the vehicle is unstable and it will spin out. Figure 3.9a shows that grid in 3D, where

the steep gradient is observed near the area where the equilibriums are not found.
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(a) Solution grid of yaw rate req (b) Solution grid of side slip angle βeq

Figure 3.7: Solution grid of yaw rate req and side slip angle βeq for a rear wheel drive vehicle

while turning

In the Figure 3.8, the drift equilibrium grid is shown. In the Figure 3.8a, it can be

noticed that the amplitude of yaw rate req is decreasing as vehicle speed V increases.

On the other hand, the side slip angle βeq increases with δ, as can be seen in the Figure

3.8b. The required angular speed ωeq
r of the rear wheel in order for the tire to get

saturated is shown in figure 3.8c. The ωeq
r is increasing with both the speed V and

steering input δ. As the βeq increases, the side slip angle α is also increasing. In order

to direct the total friction force vector on the rear tire F⃗net,r towards the cornering

center, the tire needs to rotate at the angular speed ωeq
r , resulting in the longitudinal

slip κeq
r shown in the Figure 3.8d.
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(a) Solution grid for yaw rate req (b) Solution grid for side slip angle βeq

(c) Solution grid for rear wheel angular speed ωeq

r
(d) Solution grid for rear tire longitudinal slip κeq

r

Figure 3.8: Solution grid for a rear wheel drive vehicle in drifting. Equilibriums are searched

for given steering wheel input δ and total vehicle speed V
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(a) Solution grid for βeq in case of turning (b) Solution grid for βeq in case of drifting

Figure 3.9: Solution grid for a rear wheel drive vehicle while turning and drifting

Figure 3.10: Difference in achieved absolute values of yaw rate |req| in steady state turning

and drifting
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3.2. Collision-evasion reference generation

It has previously been shown that for the lower speed V the maximal yaw rate rmax

is higher in drifting compared to normal cornering, as can be seen in the Figure 3.10.

The higher yaw rate, the smaller the cornering radius is at a certain speed. Smaller

radius allows the quicker turning away from the potential obstacle therefore reducing

the probability of collision. That’s the reason why, in order to prevent collision, the

maximal possible yaw rate should be ensured and the vehicle should drift instead of

drive in the normal cornering. The minimal radius achieved can be calculated using

the r = rmax in the equation (3.6).

R =
V

r
(3.6)

In addition to the yaw rate, the drifting equilibrium at the certain speed is also

defined with the side slip β. Because of that, both the yaw rate reference rref and

the side slip reference βref need to be generated for the collision avoidance system

controller. The results from the solution grid for side slip angle βeq in the Figure 3.8b

can be remapped using the equation (3.6). The result is shown in the Figure 3.11b

where the βref can be found. The desired βref can be achieved by using the appropriate

steering wheel input δref defined for that equilibrium. It is shown in the Figure 3.11a.

In practice potential disturbances and model uncertainties can lead to exiting from

equilibrium point. In order to prevent that from happening the system should apply

higher control actions which can not be achieved. That is why it is safer to use slightly

lower yaw rate r and therefore slightly larger radius.

Whenever the speed V changes, maximal yaw rate changes and all of the mentioned

values have to be recalculated. For simplicity, in this thesis the speed is considered to

be constant.
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(a) Remapped solution grid from Figure 3.8a for

determining δref if the R and V are known

(b) Remapped solution grid from Figure 3.8b for

determining βref if the R and V are known

Figure 3.11: R-V solution grid in order to obtain δref and βref
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4. Model predictive control

4.1. Introduction to Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) is an advanced method in field of control engineering

for process control where a model is used for predicting the future behaviour over

finite-time window, called horizon. Over the past years it has become more attractive

and widely used control strategy. The idea emerged in 1960s but the theoretical develop

and its application started in 1980s. MPC was used in chemistry industry first, where

the system dynamics are usually slow on a hour scale which allowed enough time for

complex optimization problem to be solved. However, after the improved hardware

has been developed and MPC problems were solved on the scale of nanoseconds or

microseconds, MPC found its application in power systems, robotics, construction and

automotive industry, as well as many other fields.

Compared to the classical control methods, MPC is formulated in time domain.

Classical methods like proportional, integral and derivative (PID) regulators are syn-

thesized in frequency domain and have been developed to reject disturbance and ac-

count for the model uncertainty in order to acquire robustness. On top of that, a classi-

cal controller can sometimes violate the physical system constraints if the reference is

too close to them. In that case, the reference is kept away from the limits to ensure that

the violation will never happen. Those demands often lead to reduced performance

of the controlled system. The MPC, against traditional reactive control approaches,

performs much better and has many advantages, most important of which are:

• Constrained formulation: able to consider physical, safety or operational sys-

tem constraints

• Proactive control action: the controller is looking into the future and tries to

predict system behaviour taking into the account future disturbances, references

and system constraints

• Arbitrary control objective: control objective can be formulated in different
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ways, e.g. reference tracking or economic MPC

• Non-linear control: controller can explicitly consider both the linear and non-

linear system model

On the other hand, MPC has the following disadvantages:

• High computational complexity: online MPC requires high computational

resources capable of solving optimization problem in real time

• Mathematical model required: the mathematical model needs to be known in

order to predict the future behaviour

Control action is obtained by solving the constrained finite-horizon optimal control

problem using the current measured or estimated states of the system in each sample

time. Optimal control action is computed for the whole horizon, but only the first

control input is applied to the system. After a certain time interval has passed, the

measurement, estimation and computation process is repeated with shifted horizon

(4.1). Using the measurements at every step closed loop is achieved. This method is

also called the receding horizon control (RHC).

Figure 4.1: MPC uses RCH strategy [13]
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4.2. Preliminaries

Finite-time discrete optimal control

Consider the dynamical system xt+1 = f(xt,ut) with some initial state x0. The cost

GT (u0, . . . ,uT−1|x0) =
∑T−1

t=0 gt(xt,ut) + gT (xT ) needs to be minimized using the

controls sequence {u0, . . . ,uT−1} along the trajectory {x0, . . . ,xT−1}. Paremeter gt is

a stage cost at stage t and gT is the terminal cost. Both the states and the control can be

subject to constraints due to some limitations. Its solution is an open-loop sequence,

which can be far from optimal if the model is affected by the unexpected disturbances.

A classical state-feedback would be more robust [10]. The problem can be written on

the form:

minimize
{u0,u1,...,uT−1}

∑T−1
t=0 gt (xt, ut) + gT (xT )

subject to xt+1 = ft (xt, ut) t = 1, . . . , T − 1,

xt ∈ Xt, ut ∈ Ut t = 1, . . . , T − 1,

xT ∈ XT .

(4.1)

As optimization problems can be very complex it is often useful to transform them

to a sequence of simpler subproblems. One of the ways to do that is by using a dynamic

programming method. Optimization problem has to be split into stages which are

then solved one by one. At each step, the goal is to minimize the current cost-to-go
∑T−1

t=k gt(xt,µ(xt)) + gT (xT ) by finding the control µt(xt) = ut. Thus, the dynamic

programming algorithm looks like:

vT (x) = gT (x) (4.2)

vk(x) = min
u∈Uk

{gk(x,u) + vk+1(fk(x,u))} k = T − 1, . . . ,0. (4.3)

If u∗
k = µ∗

k(x) minimizes cost-to-go vk(x), ∀x,k, then the policy µ∗ = {µ∗
0, . . . , µ

∗
T−1}

is optimal.

Infinite-horizon optimal control

If there is no terminal state, or terminal time, problem can be defined as infinite-control

problem:
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minimize lim
T→∞

T∑

t=0

g (xt, ut)

subject to xt+1 = f (xt, ut) ,

xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U.

(4.4)

Linear-quadratic control

Optimal controller for the linear system with quadratic cost functions in state and con-

trols is a linear state feedback. Cost functions determine state feedback gains. The

linear quadratic control problem looks like (4.5).

minimize
{u0,u1,...,uT−1}

xT
TQTxT +

∑T−1
t=0

(
xT
t Qxt + uT

t Rut

)

subject to xt+1 = Axt +But t = 1, . . . , T − 1,

xt ∈ Xt, ut ∈ Ut t = 1, . . . , T − 1,

xT ∈ XT

Q ⪰ 0, R ≻ 0, QT ⪰ 0

(4.5)

Weight matrices R, Q and QT determine how fast will the state x go to zero and

how big of a energy inputs are allowed. If stage cost matrices Q and QT are large, then

driving the system state to zero is quicker because the term
∑

t x
T
t Qxt has a dominant

value. Response is slower for smaller Q and QT . If the control weight matrix R

increases, then input control would be penalized, therefore smaller input would be

used and the system response would be slower. Low value of R allows big controls

actions and in that case the system response is fast.

The time-varying linear state feedback is defined [10, 12]:

ut = −Ltxt, (4.6)

where

Lt = −(BTPt+1B +R)−1BTPt+1A (4.7)

and Pt satisfies Riccati equation with PT = QT :

Pt = Q+ ATPt+1A− ATPt+1B(BTPt+1B +R)−1BTPt+1A. (4.8)

The ut is the control sequence that minimizes the cost in the problem (4.5).
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4.3. Linear MPC

Linear-quadratic regulator problem can be updated by adding control and state con-

straints. Optimal control policy is then searched for the problem (4.9). To add feed-

back, receding-horizon control strategy will be used. Current state will be measured in

each sampling instant followed by planning the optimal control sequence over a fixed

horizon T. Still, only the first control will be implemented and the process would then

repeat. It can be showed that this control policy guarantees stability and almost optimal

performance:

minimize
∑∞

t=0 x
T
t Qxt + uT

t Rut

subject to xt+1 = Axt +But t = 0,1, . . .

xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U t = 0,1, . . .

Q ⪰ 0, R ≻ 0

(4.9)

Infinite-horizon problem (4.9) can be separated in two parts:

1. finite-horizon problem for the first T time stamps:

minimize
∑T−1

t=0 xT
t Qxt + uT

t Rut +
∑∞

t=T xT
t Qxt + uT

t Rut

subject to xt+1 = Axt +But t = 0,1, . . .

xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U t = 0,1, . . .
(4.10)

2. infinite-horizon tail problem that can be replaced by the infinite-horizon cost-to-

go function:

minimize
∑T−1

t=0 xT
t Qxt + uT

t Rut + v (xT )

subject to xt+1 = Axt +But t = 0,1, . . . , T − 1,

xt ∈ X, ut ∈ U t = 0,1, . . . , T − 1.

(4.11)

If there are no constraints, cost-to-go is quadratic and therefore, cost-to-go for

the tail problem can be approximated by qT (xT ) = xT
TQTxT . To ensure that the

approximation is good, terminal state needs to be introduced. Its role is to make

sure that the end state of finite-horizon problem xT is in the region where cost-

to-go of the infinite horizon tail problem is quadratic (or very close to quadratic).

Therefore, in the MPC approach, to solve the optimization problem (4.12) in vari-

ables {x̂0, . . . , x̂T} and {û0, . . . ,ûT−1}, state xt is measured and the finite-horizon

planning is performed using the receding-horizon strategy. The control applied is

ut = û∗
0. After that, the new state is measured and the process is repeated:
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minimize
∑T−1

k=0 x̂
T
kQx̂k + ûT

kRûk + x̂T
TQT x̂T

subject to x̂k+1 = Ax̂k +Bûk k = 0, . . . , T − 1,

x̂k ∈ X, ûk ∈ U k = 0, . . . , T − 1,

x̂T ∈ XT ,

x̂0 = xt.

(4.12)

If the state and control constraints are too strict, system can become infeasible.

Softening the constraints is a way of preventing that from happening. Slack variables

sk ≥ 0 can be introduced and they allow constraints to be violated. The larger they

are, the more violation they allow. Still, slack cost should also be added to the MPC

problem objective function in order to discourage those violations unless really nec-

essary (for example, problem would become infeasible) and make sure constraints are

violated for the shortest time possible.

4.4. Non-linear MPC

Non-linear Model predictive control (NMPC) is a variant of MPC that is characterized

by the use of non-linear system models for prediction. The performance of NMPC

can be significantly better compared to linear MPC but the main drawback is that the

optimization problem is complex. The optimal control problem (OCP) here is defined

on finite-time continuous domain:

minimize
{u(·),x(·)}

xT
TQTxT ) +

∫ T

t=0
xT
t Qxt + uT

t Rut

subject to ẋt = f (xt, ut) t ∈ [0, T ],

h(xt, ut) ≤ 0 t ∈ [0, T ],

hf (xT ) ≤ 0,

x(0) = x̂0,

Q ⪰ 0, R ≻ 0, QT ⪰ 0.

(4.13)

The optimal control problem will be transformed later into a finite-time finite-dimensional

optimization problem [16].

The problem (4.13) is continuous, therefore it has infinite number of variables and

constraints. The idea of the direct optimal control methods is to solve a related finite-

time finite-dimensional non-linear problem instead. The general form of such problem

is:
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minimize
w∈Rnw

F (w)

subject to G(x0, w) = 0,

H(w) ≤ 0.

(4.14)

It can be solved with Newton’s optimization method. In addition to that, there are also

indirect methods where the necessary conditions for optimality are calculated first.

Then, these conditions are discretized and solved [16]. The continuous problem is

discretized which encompasses the following parts of the OCP:

• control trajectory is often represented by piecewise constant function

• state trajectory is often discretized using numerical integration rule (e.g. Euler,

Runge-Kutta)

• trajectory constraints which are often imposed on some grid points

After the discretization has been made, the problem can be optimised.

There are multiple direct methods of setting the optimization problem which will

be described in the continuation.

Single shooting method

First method is a single shooting method which uses sequential approach. That means

that only the control trajectories are discretised by a piecewise smooth approximation,

typically a piecewise constant. Using an explicit expression for the control actions,

the whole state trajectory is then eliminated from the optimization problem, ending

up with an NLP only discretized in the controls. The discretized control trajectories

then enter NLP. The optimal solution is then searched for by starting from the initial

guess, applying the control actions and observing the objective value. In the next it-

eration, control actions are adjusted based on the previous iteration so that the new

found sequence of control actions decreases objective value, while keeping the con-

straints satisfied. The problem is solved sequentially using multiple iterations until the

solution converges. The single shooting method generally results in highly non-linear

dependence on the control actions, slowing down the convergence, but it can be used

for smaller sized problems [2].

Multiple shooting method

In the multiple shooting method, the states and control actions at the beginning and

end of each control interval are included as decision variables in the finite-dimensional
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optimization problem. This allows complete decoupling of the numerical integrations

on the separate intervals [16]. One of the integration methods (usually Runge-Kutta)

is used to obtain interval’s end state. The control inputs u(t) and state variables x(t)

are discretized to obtain the decision variables u0, u1, . . . uN−1, x0, x1, . . . xN :

u(t) = uk, for t ∈ [tk, tk+1] , k = 0, . . . , N − 1, (4.15)

x(t) = xk, for t ∈ [tk, tk+1] , k = 0, . . . , N. (4.16)

The continuous trajectories 4.2a are discretized following the (4.16). Integrating

the system dynamics inside the time interval starting from xk, uk gives the end state

x̃k+1 as seen on Figure 4.2c.

(a) Continius state and control

trajectories

(b) Discretized state and contol

trajectories

(c) Integrated state trajectories

Figure 4.2: Multiple shooting method[18]

To preserve continuity of the trajectory, additional constraints are added to the NLP

xk+1 − x̃k+1 = 0. (4.17)

The advantage of the multiple compared to single shooting method is that the eval-

uation of the integration can be performed in parallel on different intervals [16]. The

optimization problem is lifted to higher dimension but is also more sparse which makes

the problem less non-linear. Moreover, the convergence is faster.

Direct collocation method

Direct collocation method is used to develop the polynomial representation of ODE

suitable for non-linear optimization. Compared to the multiple shooting method, where

states at the beginning of each control interval enter the NLP, in direct collocation

method the state’s collocation points enter the NLP as variables [2].
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The idea of collocation is that state trajectory is approximated accurately with poly-

nomial of order K + 1 (degree ≤ K) on small finite-time intervals ∆t ∈ [ti, ti+1]:

xK
i (t) = α0 + α1t+ · · ·+ αKt

K . (4.18)

The state interpolation is based on j = 0, . . . K interpolation points (tj, xi,j) in the

time interval [ti, ti+1] where Lagrange polynomial (4.19) is used:

xK
i (t) =

K∑

j=0

Lj(τ)xi,j,

where: Lj(τ) =
K∏

k=0,k ̸=j

(τ − τk)
(
τj − τk

) , τ =
t− ti
∆ti

, ∆ti = ti+1 − ti.

(4.19)

The Lj (τ) is called Lagrangian polynomial basis which satisfies (4.20), while the

parameter τ ∈ [0,1] is dimensionless time used to represent collocation points in the

finite-time interval. It holds:

Lj (τk) =







1, if j = k

0, otherwise .
(4.20)

As a consequence, the Lagrange’s interpolation polynomial ensures equality xK(ti,j) =

xi,j in the collocation points. The example of a fitted polynomial is shown in the Figure

4.3.

So far, the equation (4.19) is defined for the state trajectories xK
i (t), but in optimal

control problem the system model is defined using ODE which explicitly defines the

state derivatives and in this form can not be directly used. However, using the Lagrange

polynomial approximation helps in obtaining the solution by deriving the equation

(4.19). The approximation of the state time derivative will hold at each collocation

point, as shown in the following equation:

dxK
i

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ti,k

= f
(
xi,k, ui

)
, k = 1, . . . , K, (4.21)

where the derivative is:

dxK
i

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ti,k

=
K∑

j=0

dτ

dt

dLj (τ)

dτ

∣
∣
∣
∣
τk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ck,j

xi,j =
1

∆ti

K∑

j=0

ck,jxi,j (4.22)
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Figure 4.3: Lagrange Polynomial approximates the state trajectory on two consecutive finite-

time intervals [11]

It can be noticed that the term ck,j is a constant for fixed collocation point and

can be precomputed. The collocation points are determined so that the approximated

polynomial gives the exact solution on the finite-time interval when approximating

polynomial of order up to 2K. For that, the Gauss-Legendre roots are used as col-

location points [6]. For polynomial of 4th order (degree K = 3) collocation points

are:

τ1 = 0.112702, τ2 = 0.500000, τ3 = 0.887298

However, to ensure the continuity between finite-time intervals, the final state

xK
i (t) must match the starting point of the next finite-time interval xK

i+1(t). The equa-

tion (4.23) defined for τ0 = 0 (the same as for τ0 = 1) is added to the set of constraints

in NLP:

xK
i+1 (ti) = xK

i (ti+1) =
K∑

j=0

Lj(τ = 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dj

xi,j =
K∑

j=0

djxi,j, (4.23)

where the parameter dj can be precomputed as well.

The equation (4.21) results in the set of collocation constraints that need to be

satisfied at every collocation point over the N long horizon:
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∆tif(xi,k, ui)−
K∑

j=0

ck,jxi,j = 0, k = 1, . . . , K, i = 0, . . . , N − 1. (4.24)

The equation (4.23) results in the set of continuity constraints that must be satisfied

for each finite-time interval:

xi+1,0 −
K∑

j=0

djxi,j = 0, i = 0, . . . , N − 1. (4.25)

To sum up, in comparison to the multiple shooting method, the direct collocation

method gives even sparser and more linear optimization problem with higher dimen-

sionality which speeds up the convergence.
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5. Control system evaluation

In the continuation, driver assistance system will be simulated and analysed. Simula-

tion was done in MATLAB R2019b usig the CasADi framework v3.5.5[2] and mpc-

tools [16].

5.1. System setup

In simulations two different vehicle models were used: one for validation and the

other used in non-linear MPC. The validation model is a dual track model (2.26)-(2.29)

which uses full Pacejka2002 tire model to calculate the lateral and longitudinal friction

forces. The parameters for dual track model are provided in the Table 5.2 while the tire

parameters are obtained from the Automotive challenge 2018 [3] organised by Rimac

Automobili. The model used in non-linear MPC is dual track model (2.26)-(2.29)

which uses Pacejka combined tire model described in section 2.2.1. The parameters

B, C and D were determined to get the best approximation of the Pacejka2002 model.

To do that the MATLAB’s function lsqnonlin was used. The obtained parameters are

shown in 5.1.

Parameter Value

B 18.8898

C 1.0000

D 1.1154

Table 5.1: Magic Formula tire parameters

In simulations non-linear MPC with direct collocation method was used. The MPC

state vector is set to be x = [V, β, r, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4] and the control vector is u =

[Tfl, Tfr, Trl, Trr]. CasADi’s framework IPOPT solver [21] with default settings was

used for solving the optimization problem. The parameters for non-linear MPC used

in drifting are provided in the Table 5.3.
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Symbol Value

m 2108 [kg]

lf 1.47 [m]

lr 1.35 [m]

Iz 3954.29 [kg m2]

rw 0.3438 [m]

Iw 3 [kg m2]

Table 5.2: Vehicle parameters

parameter symbol value

sampling time Ts 0.04 s

number of states Nx 7

prediction horizon Np 20

control horizon Nc 20

number of intermediate collocation points NK 3

cost-to-go weight matrix Q
diag(3× 104, 2× 107, 1× 105,

1, 1,1000,1000)

control actions weight matrix R diag(0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01)

terminal state weight matrix QT

diag(3× 104, 2× 107, 1× 105,

1, 1,1000,1000)

lower bound on x xlb


















5m/s

−1.75 rad

−1.75 rad/s

20 rad/s

20 rad/s

20 rad/s

20 rad/s
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upper bound on x xub


















50m/s

1.75 rad

1.75 rad/s

200 rad/s

200 rad/s

200 rad/s

200 rad/s


















lower bound on u ulb










−3000Nm

−3000Nm

0Nm

0Nm










upper bound on u uub










3000Nm

3000Nm

3000Nm

3000Nm










Table 5.3: NMPC parameters

The simulations are run on a PC under 64 bit Windows 10 OS, with Intel CORE

i7-8550U CPU @ 1.8GHz, 16GB DDR4, 512GB SSD.
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5.2. Results

In the continuation the steady state cornering and drifting were simulated at different

speeds.

Cornering at Vref = 10 m/s

The vehicle is driving straight at δ = 0◦ for 1.7 seconds and after that the steering input

is set to δ = 18◦ which should produce maximal yaw rate r and minimal cornering

radius R. The expected yaw rate is to be r = 33.95 ◦/s yielding the cornering radius

R = 16.88m.

The response is shown in figures 5.1-5.4. In the Figure 5.2 the state trajectory

is shown in the β − r phase plot. It can be seen that the trajectory is converging to

the stable equilibrium point. The achieved yaw rate in steady state is larger than the

rate calculated analytically in the section 3.1. The driver assistance system activation

conditions (3.1) and (3.2) were not satisfied because the achieved β values are smaller

then βlim = 3◦ in the first condition. That is why the driver assistance system will not

enabled and to enable it βlim is set to 0◦ needed in order tor show how the controller is

preforming when drifting at 10m/s.

The achieved yaw rate in simulation is r = 44 ◦/s meaning that the car is cornering

at radius of 13.02m.
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Figure 5.1: X-Y position of the vehicle

Figure 5.2: Phase plot β − r of the vehicle
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Figure 5.3: State variable x
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Figure 5.4: Control variable u which has been applied to the actuators in order to maintain

constant speed. Torques are intentionally applied on the rear wheels only.
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Drifting at Vref = 10 m/s

In this simulation the vehicle drives forward for 1.7 seconds with the speed of 10m/s

and than turns to the left and at 2.6 seconds starts to drift. β starts to rise but then falls

and after it becomes negative (as the βlim was previously set to 0◦), the driver assistance

system becomes enabled. MPC controller is activated and wants to drive the system to

the equilibrium point. At the same time, steering input δ is set to δ = −10◦. Controller

applies the required torques on both the front and the rear tires in order to reach desired

references βref and rref . To achieve better drift performance, precomputed rear wheels’

angular speed references are ωr. It can be seen in the Figure 3.8c. During the transition

between the activation of the system and entering the steady state, required torques

are inside the defined bounds. During the manoeuvre, rear tires are saturated and are

achieving the speed close to the desired ones. It can be seen that the front wheel torques

are small which means that small corrective actions are needed to maintain the drift.

In the Figure 5.6, it can be seen that the controller has driven the system nearly to

the reference point. Deviation is a result of the model imperfection and the fact that

the referent speed is not achieved. In the Figure 5.7 execution time needed to find the

optimal solution is shown. It is decreasing and converging as the system enters the

steady state.

Figure 5.5: X-Y position of the vehicle
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Figure 5.6: Phase plot β − r of the vehicle

Figure 5.7: Execution time of the IPOPT solver
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Figure 5.8: State variable x and the reference xref shown with solid and dashed lines, re-

spectively. For the first 2.7 s the drift MPC controller is not active which is indicated by no

reference shown in plots.
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Figure 5.9: Control variable u which has been applied to the actuators
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Cornering at Vref = 30 m/s

The same simulation as for the cornering with 10m/s is done, only the speed reference

is set to 30m/s. Driver assistance system is disabled. Vehicle trajectory is shown in

the Figure 5.17. The vehicle starts to oversteer during cornering and spins out. It is

manifested as the increase both in β and yaw rate r as shown in the figures 5.10-5.12.

After 5 s the simulation is stopped since the controller for maintaining the constant

speed is not able to operate further more. The cornering for this speed and the steering

angle is not possible.

In addition, the case of cornering without following the speed reference of Vref =

30m/s is simulated. The vehicle was allowed to decrease its speed naturally by not

applying torques on the wheels. It is shown in the figures 5.14 - 5.16.

Figure 5.10: X-Y position of the vehicle
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Figure 5.11: Phase plot β − r of the vehicle
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Figure 5.12: State variable x
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Figure 5.13: Control variable u which has been applied to the actuators in order to maintain

constant speed. Torques are intentionally applied on the rear wheels only.
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Figure 5.14: X-Y position of the vehicle

Figure 5.15: Phase plot β − r of the vehicle
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Figure 5.16: State variable x
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Drifting at Vref = 30 m/s

Unlike in the cornering at the speed of 30m/s, drifting assistance system is enabled.

Here βlim is set to 3◦. The controller activates when (3.1) and (3.2) are both satisfied

which has happened in just before t = 3 s and it can be seen in the Figure 5.20.

The controller manages to successfully drive the system nearly to the reference

point while preventing β and yaw rate r from reaching high values. Rear wheels’

speed also follows the reference and assures that the tires are saturated. During the

transition, large torques are requested but are saturated to the given bounds as can be

seen in the Figure 5.21. In the steady state, front torques are small which means that

the system operates near the equilibrium that was analytically calculated. Execution

time is shown in the Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.17: X-Y position of the vehicle in drifting
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Figure 5.18: Phase plot β − r of the vehicle in drifting

Figure 5.19: Execution time of the IPOPT solver
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Figure 5.20: State variables x,xref
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Figure 5.21: Control variable u which has been applied to the actuators
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6. Conclusion

In the automotive industry there is always a need for higher traffic safety and therefore

the development of the advanced control algorithms is vastly important. Those control

algorithms and the corresponding controllers are required to perform well, not only in

the standard driving, but also during cornering or drifting.

As a part of this thesis, it is shown how turning to avoid unexpected collision can

be improved. If the collision avoidance is done by drifting larger yaw rate and smaller

cornering radius can be achieved. Drastic improvement of the yaw rate happens at

lower speeds which means that the driver assistance system is more efficient. At higher

speeds, the driver assistance system can extend the range of speed and steering input

that allow collision avoidance to a region where, during normal cornering, the vehicle

loses control and leaves the road. Therefore, assistance system results in a safe drive

even in the cases of unstable equilibrium of the vehicle by drifting to avoid the obstacle.

In the simulations, drift assistance system’s performance is verified. In addition to that,

the non-linear Model predictive controller with the collocation method successfully

follows the desired reference. Even though the NLP is high-dimensional, collocation

method makes it sparse, hence more linear compared to the direct shooting or multiple

shooting methods. Although the tire and vehicle models are highly non-linear, MPC

succeeds in driving the vehicle to the equilibrium point. Moreover, good control over

the rear wheel speeds can be noticed, as well as the increase of the longitudinal slip

in a timely manner, which allows the required longitudinal and lateral forces control.

In addition to the collision avoidance at lower speeds, developed controller can also

increase safety in vehicle with the tendency to spin at higher speeds. Such system has

a great potential in other safety mechanisms as well. Future work might investigate its

usage in special application in electronic stability control (ESC).
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Model predictive control of the vehicle lateral force for driver assistance

Sažetak

U ovome se radu razmatra problem razvoja sustava za pomoÂc vozaču koji bi tre-

bao omoguÂciti sigurno zaobilaženje prepreke koja se iznenada pojavi na putu. Nakon

uvoda o sigurnosnim sustavima u automobilskoj industriji i osnovama sustava upravl-

janja, nelinearni modeli vozila i gume su definirani. Nadalje, ravnotežne točke bočnog

proklizavanja su odre Ådene. Zatim je predstavljen algoritam modelskog prediktivnog

upravljanja kao alat koji omoguÂcuje praÂcenje ravnotežne točke. Nakon što je regula-

tor implementiran, testiran je pokušaj skretanja vozila kako bi se izbjegao sudar pri

normalnom skretanju i bočnom proklizavanju. Naposljetku, rezultati su uspore Ådeni i

analizirani.

Ključne riječi: izbjegavanje sudara, modelsko prediktivno upravljanje, ravnotežna

točka, bočno proklizavanje, nelinearni model vozila

Title

Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the problem of developing a driver assistance system

that should help the drivers to safely avoid collision with an unexpected object on the

road. After giving the introduction about the safety systems in automotive industry and

control systems preliminaries, vehicle and tire non-linear models were defined. Next,

equilibrium points for steady state drifting are obtained. After that, model predictive

control algorithm was presented as a tool which enables tracking the drift equilibrium.

After the controller was implemented, it was tested by trying to steer the vehicle in

order to avoid collision in both the normal cornering and drifting scenarios. Finally,

the results are compared and analyzed.

Keywords: collision avoidance, model predictive control, equilibrium, drift, non-

linear vehicle model


